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Wo live in an age of specialisation and profession-
alisation. Through the names of obstetricians* thoracic
surgeons* and roentgenologists listed in the Yellow Pages,
our fingers grow weary from the walking in search of a
general practitioner. In the event the digits expire mid-
list* someone else can call a funeral director but not an
undertaker. Yesterday's janitors are today's maintenance
custodians; salesmen are now marketing representatives or
account executives; press agentry has given way to public
relations. One even hears of newspaper photographers* the
subjects of this inquiry, referring to themselves as photo-
journalists.
And yet* the phenomenon seems to be more than mere
occupational imagery.
With the rising number of workers in the American
labor force classified as professionals* there has been a
concurrent increase in the number of occupations designated
i
as professions* accurately or otherwise.
The issue has pervaded the field of mass
f8
2communications to tho extant that research in the field has
attempted to measure the professional orientation of
communicators, i.e.. the degree of importance communicators
attach to professional characteristics in a description of
2their job aspirations.
Thjs Inpflrfranflfl of Frofailion ilisjn
Previous studies have carefully avoided, as did the
present work, justifying the label "profession" for the
respective branches of mass communications under inquiry.
Whether a worker belongs to a recognised profession is not
so important as whether he himself exhibits or aspires to
professionalism in his work.
Why. then* is professionalism important?
Recognising that social science has suggested a
number of definitions of professionalism, this study
employed one derived by Searle S. Hawley. Jr.. and Jack M.
McLeod for their research (1964) on the profassionalization
of newsmen at the Milwaukee Jaaxnal. They said that in
defining his job. a professional person should place heavy
emphasis on service to the public, intellectual activity,
autonomy, and influence and lesser emphasis on the
monetary, security, prestige, and human relations aspectsof
the job.
According to such a definition, it would be reason*
able to expect that society will benefit from professional-
ism in its communicators, including, it may be added, press
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3photographers. One has only to recall* in this age of
riots and demonstration, that press photographers have
occasionally been charged with inciting violent behavior on
the part of protestors for the sake of more dramatic
pictures of otherwise peaceful marches. An extreme example
of non-profeasional behavior was given by William L. Rivers
and Wilbur Schramm, who quoted a veteran press photographer
remarking at a photojournalism clinic, "Always carry a
broken tricycle in the trunk of your car. Then if you come
to a fatal accident involving a child, you can use the
trike to provide foreground interest .
"
If professionalism spells mn end to such conduct,
then its benefit to society is obvious. The important
qualification is that the professional must have enough
latitude in his job to exercise his professionalism for
society's benefit.
Zt follows, then, that any demand for professional-
ism on the part of journalists necessarily applies to
photojournalists. Photography—from the Greek "writing
with light'1—is an important aspect of modern mass communi-
cations and one which, like printed words, lends itself to
manipulation by the communicator to suit his purpose. *
writer can reveal, distort, or conceal the truth? so can
the photographer.
The Power of grata Photography




4communication. Stanley 2. Xalish and Clifton C. fidom have
citad example* of the power of photography—among them the
experience* of the Milwaukee Journal in 1943* when the
paper heralded the opening of an annual holiday flower ahow
with a picture in the Sunday edition. That day. 3,142
persons visited the show. The following year* the .yoifrnai
announced the show without using a picture* and first day
a
attendance dropped to 937. In another instance* the
Jotir
^ffl 1 published a set of rotogravure pictures of a new
polar bear cub at the soo; Sunday's normal zoo attendance
of 4.000 visitors increased to 15*000. The Journal once
ran a picture page showing 58 homeless dogs at the
Wisconsin Humane Society kennel? 3*500 persons inquired at
the kennel* all the dogs were placed* and. at the
time* Milwaukee pet shops experienced a supply-exhausting
run on dogs.
But photography over the years has been more than
an agent for rosebuds and mutts. William Henry Jackson's
photographs of the natural wonders of the Yellowstone area
helped persuade Congress in 1872 to pass the Yellowstone
7Park Bill* the beginning of our national park system.
Jacob Riis* photographs of Hew York City tenements and
those of depression and drought victims in the 1930 's taken
by Farm Security Administration photographers are often
credited as influential social commentaries which could not
have been so convincingly presented in word form*
mm
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5While it may have aided c;oys or causes* photography
on the printed page has also built reader interest and
9
circulation. The Advertising Research Foundation's
138-paper summary report of Xae> Continuing SJtudy o£ Maar
SABsX a^a^i^q concluded*
Reader interest tends to increase as the size of
pictures increases. ... Picture pages and outstanding
news photographs attract highest attention among
newspaper readers, even outranking highest scoring news
stories • *°
irstuffs, , ttsvm&su&M.
sven this abbreviated evidence of the power of
photography explains why the question of professionalism
among news photographers is an issue of continuing concern.
Thirty years ago. i*aura vitray. John Mills. Jr.. and Roscoe
Bllard observed!
Sot long ago. the product the newspapers distributed
consisted almost entirely of word pictures of the world
in action. Aj»y record other than the testimony of
words was regarded as a concession to less literate
readers. This false viewpoint has been rapidly swept
away. Editors have come to see news pictures* not
merely as a means of supplementing stories with illus-
trative ornament but. further, for what they aret
the most precise, economical and effective reporting of
human events that there is .13.
Data presented in Chapter III suggest that Vitray. Mills.
and Ellard were themselves "rapidly swept away" in their
appraisal of editorial acceptance of photography? neverthe-
less, they underscored the potential of photography as a
tool of mass communication.
In 1951 frank Luther Xott said that serious
Mmnr v
cameraman are now realising that their craft has soue of
the elements of a profasaion*
It (photography) haa to be studied* and its uae brings
responsibilities. There should be a reason for every
picture* We have only just begun to explore the
possibilities of significance in photography. It takes
thinkers and scholars to lead us in this direction* and
books and serious articles and professional associa-
tions and schools and seminars. These phenomena of an
expanding field and a new profession we are now
witnessing. 12
And yet* a decade later* C. William Horrell claimed
that the "press photographer profession" makes no attempt
to widen the horisoa of its members. Seeing liberal
education as a necessary prerequisite of professionalism*
Horrell concluded that media shortcourses for photographers
and books on photojournalism are devoted primarily to
technique. Horrell cast more doubt on the professional
outlook of photojournalism through a 1961 survey of
journalism educators t 58 of the 96 schools queried were not
offering a photojournalism sequence because* as one
respondent noted* "photojournalism does not yet have the
stature to attract the best of our journalism students—
they do not place it on the same plane with the printed
14
word." In a 1968 content analysis project* James Fosdick
found reasons to suggest that editors view pictures as
entertainment and decoration* that local photographers
cannot get meaningful and interesting photographs of
current news events* and that photographers lack the time
15









7concluded that most newspapers still do not use pictures
and picture layouts to report and interpret news creatively
and dramatically. Arthur i.. Witman* a St. Louis
PQPfr-Pl^pitch photojournalist* voiced a growing concern
that newspaper photography is not as good as it should be*
and he decried the attitude of many newspapers that
photographers have greater n*&& for mechanical aptitude and
physical agility than they have for intellectual
16
capacity. The word side of the press, he said, has the
higher educational level.
These views clearly point up the hope if not the
realisation of photojournalistic professionalism. It
seemed appropriate to test for its existence and the
implications of its existence.
The emphasis in the previously mentioned Hawley-
McLeod study was the testing of &oth a definition of
profeesionalisation and an index for measuring it. Their
design was used two years later by L. Scott Ward in an
17
analysis of advertising agency personnel. McLeod and
Ramona Rush have since produced a study of Latin American
journalists* and K. £• sapen has investigated journalists
18in India. And at this writing* newsmen from Turkey and
the state of Wisconsin and Wisconsin broadcasters were the
subjects of research employing professionalisation indices





This thesis was initially envisioned »m a replica-
tion of the design in the caae ox newspaper photographers
—
in an effort to discover whether the professionslisation
index could be applied to news photographers as well as
journalists and admen. Noting that the previous studies
successfully differentiated between the professionals and
non-profession&ls (or semi-professionals) • there was little
reason to suspect or fear that similar differentiation
could not be made among press photographers with an index
composed of job characteristics which may obtain in any
job.
If society is to benefit from professionalism among
its communicators, one would hope that professionalism has
some advantageous effect on the performance of communi-
cators. In part, this has been an underlying assumption in
the profeesionalixation studies conducted to date, i.e.,
that personnel with the more professional outlook "will
perform differently from, or better than those with less
19professional orientation toward their careers.
*
The assumption was founded on the studies of Warren
Breed, William L. Rivers, and Rodney W. Stark, all of whom
offered empirical support for a professionalism-and~
performance relationship with respect to newsmen. The
professionalisation studies of Hawley, McLeod, et al., have
concentrated on testing the validity of the index as a
•MM ii
9discriminator between wore and leas professionally oriented
personnel; respondents were placed on the index and then
further examined on professional implementation issues as a
cross check of the professionslisation index*
The present study reversed the process by assuming
that the much-tested index is a valid measure of relative
professional orientation and not assuming a relationship
between professionalism and performance. While
professionals identified by Breed* Stark* and Rivers may
have revealed one pattern of performance* the performance
of professionals identified by the Hawley-McLeod index had
not been examined. & finding of better or different
performance among personnel with comparatively higher
professional orientation should underscore the worth of the
index by which those personnel were located.
PflfinitiQfla
In this as in the previous studies professional-
ixation was defined as a relative occupational orientation
of personnel with respect to a list of 24 job character**
istics—the Bawley-NcLeod professions11sation index.
Twelve of the job characteristics are deemed professional
Indicators; 12 are non-professional or less professional
indicators. Respondents scoring higher on the former group
than on the latter group are considered more professional.
The second major variable* performance in newspaper




Ideally* the best evidence of newspaper photographers*
performance would be the finished product* the printed
newspaper. Practically* the same thing was sought in this
study. Between the ideal and the practical* however* lie
some intervening variables which could conceal real differ-
ences in performance among photographers. For example* it
has been said that a photographer is no better than his
picture editor. And while it may be argued that financial
circumstances and management and editorial policies—
particularly picture editing policies—could obscure
otherwise highly acceptable performance on the part of the
photographic staff* there is some evidence* in a study by
Don Alan Hall* that pictorial excellence in a newspaper is
as much a function of the technical training* skill* and
standards of excellence of the photographers as it is of
21
those qualities in editors. Perhaps it may be said that
no editor can be better than his photographers. They are a
team.
Thxaa Hyjpnthenna
In the light of the foregoing assumptions* the
present study was viewed as an examination of three
hypotheses!
RrofaaitfflnaU*m.*toTi»—The primary objective of the
study was to determine whether the performance of a group




orientation is better than the performance of another group
of photographer* of a lower level of professional orienta-
tion, A definitive answer could shed some light on the
value of what may be called employee professions—the
professions which* for example* lack total autonomy but
Which may place heavier emphasis on public service than
would non-professionalised employee populations. It was
expected that if a number of newspapers could be differ-
entiated on the dimension of photographic performance* the
photographers in the superior newspapers would exhibit
higher levels of professional orientation than would the
photographers in the inferior newspapers.
Among the factors which could account for such a
finding are that the superior newspapers may be more
enlightened in their recruiting of more professionally
oriented personnel; that professionals quit working for
inferior newspapers or that non-professionals quit working
for superior papers; that the kind of work being done in
the superior papers attracts professionals (apart from any
recruiting by the papers) ; that socialisation influences of
the professionals already working for superior newspapers
set the norms of the whole staffs; or any combination of
these. The factors may be lumped into two general
categories s recruitment influences and work site
influences
•








1. Photographic staffs of newspapers adjudged
superior in photographic performance will exhibit a higher
mean professional orientation than will the photographic
staffs of newspapers adjudged inferior in photographic
performance.
fithitflli Juti\jramr.—While social scientists have not
constructed an all-encompassing definition of a profession*
most agree that among the criteria is the adoption by the
occupation in question of a code of ethics* To the extent
that newspaper photographers may exhibit professional
characteristics* it was expected that the higher scoring
professionals in this study would exhibit a higher overall
negative response toward case example questions of ethical
behavior on the part of news photographers* i.e.* the more
professionally oriented photographers would be more strict
than the less professionally oriented in their adherence to
ethical standards. The identification of the professionals
and the non-professionals by job aspirations would be
supported by a finding that the two groups differ in
ethical judgments as well. Viewed in terms of the first
hypothesis it was predicted
s
2. Photographers from the superior newspapers will
be comparatively more negative in their response to ethical







iQl icy «— If the panel which
nominated the surveyed newspapers to the superior and
inferior performance groups was in fact expert in its
selections* the professionals (experts themselves?) should
toe the least critical group in the superior newspapers and
the most critical group in the inferior newspapers.
Accordingly, it was predicted that*
3* The high professional photographers in the
inferior papers will be more critical of the editorial
policy and practice with respect to photography and its use
in their newspapers than will the high professionals in the
superior pttj^kxm oe in regard to their newspapers.
This thesis is organised into four chapters, the
first of which has introduced the problem, reviewed the
literature, and presented hypotheses and their rationale.
Chapter II will present methodology; Chapter 1X1 presents
results and analyses? and Chapter IV presents a summary and







How relative performance was measured is implicit
in the manner in which press photographer groups were
selected for sampling. The photographers make up the
photographic staffs of six daily newspapers which were
selected in a purposive* contrasted sample designed to
maximise the number of potential respondents and to
maximise the possibility of difference between sample
halves on the dimension of photojournalistic performance.
The newspapers were selected on the basis of responses from
a panel of ten officers of the national Press Photographers
Association* ten members of the Photojournalism Division of
the Association for Education in Journalism* and ten
selected wire service photo editors and magazine
photographers
•
The 30-member panel was asked to evaluate various
functions of photography in newspapers and to rank them in
order of their importance in a definition of excellence in
performance in newspaper photography. The panel was then
asked to rate on a seven-point scale (1* very important,




newspaper photography for their value as indicators of good
photographic performance.
Finally, the panel was asked to nominate up to ten
newspapers which best conform to their definition of
excellence in photographic performance and up to ten news-
papers which are distinctly inferior to the ten papers
previously named. The first list sought good performers
regardless of their circulation sisei the second list
sought relatively inferior performers which are of suffi-
cient size* in the opinion of the panel respondents* to
afford* financially, potentially good performance. * copy
of the questionnaire is contained in Appendix JU
Of the 30-member panel, 22 responded—a response
rate of 73 per cent.
As each questionnaire was returned, the function
ranking, excellence indicator evaluations, and performance
group nominations were recorded and subsequently compiled.
Individual rank scores for each function were summed and,
because not all respondents ranked all of the functions
listed in the questionnaire, the rank score sum for each
function was divided by the number of respondents
evaluating it. The ranks shown in Table I are in order
from the lowest mean score to the highest. As can be seen
in the table, the most important function of photography in
a newspaper excelling in photographic performance is,




blue-ribbon group seea photography as a purveyor of
information—something slightly beyond the next two
functions which amount to a role of illustrative ornament—
ami as an independent means of mass communication in its
own right*
TABLE I
MOMXHJVTXNG PAKEL'S RMSKIKG OP FUHCTXOWS OF
Rank Function
1 To report news pictorially
2 To support adjoining written stories
3 To attract attention and thereby build
reader interest
4 To entertain the reader
5 To persuade—as through editorial opinion
6 To promote photography as an art form
The respondents* one-to-seven-point evaluations of
the indicators* which are listed in Table IX* were summed
and the mean responses determined. In keeping with its
view of the function of photography* the panel rated as the
most important indicator of newspaper photographic excel-
lence the "high informative value of photos used" in the
paper* followed closely by "good reproduction" and
"pictures large enough to be effective."
Both the possible functions and possible excellence
indicators employed in the mailed questionnaire were
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High informative value of photos used 1*32
Good reproduction 1*36
Pictures large enough to be effective 1.42
Integration of words and pictures to
communicate information 1.45
High technical quality of photos used 1*68
Pleasing layout of photos 1.77
Svents photographed warrant photographic
coverage 1.82
Use of variety of picture forms
(sequences* essays* and stories) 2.14
Photos emphasise subjects of current
social* political* and economic interest 2.13
Use of pictures as complete news stories
or editorial statements 2.30
High aesthetic value of photos used 2.72
Photos emphasise feature materials 2.95
High proportion of photos taken by
newspaper's own staff 3.32
High number of HOP color photos used 3.32
Glased on seven-point scale* 1* Very important*
through 7* Very unimportant. The lower the mean response*
the greater importance the panel attaches to an item as an
indicator of excellence in photographic performance.
' ;•
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Hanks were left for the respondents to add their own
functions and indicators; but* while a few alternatives
were offered* none emerged with sufficient frequency to be
taken as being isore highly valued by the panel than the
least valued choices listed in the questionnaire* The
choice of excellence indicators appeared to have been well
made} the least valued indicator* "high number of BOP color
photos used," was still rated in the top half of the
seven-point scale* i.e.* 3.32* "somewhat important" to
"neutral. " Of the total 308 scale ratings (22 respondents
rating each of 14 indicators)* only 19 ratings were placed
in the "somewhat/quite/very unimportant" «tn& of the scale;
"neutral" was checked 19 times; 270 ratings--88 p^x cent-
were made in the "somewhat/quite/very important" end of the
scale.
In effect* the first two parts of the panel
questionnaire were used to help the author and respondents
operationaliae what is meant by good performance with
respect to newspaper photography when one is considering
the names of newspapers which are superior or inferior
performers. The questions as to definition of performance
seemed appropriate after reflection on one book which
listed numerous publications as being "picture-minded" and
omitted both a listing of those which might well be termed
"picture-mindless" end the criteria which distinguish the








As to the newspaper nominations, panel respondents
put 52 newspapers on the superior list and 58 newspapers on
the inferior list. In the superior list, the top three
papers were nominated by 16, 16, and 12 of the 22
respondents, respectively* There was considerably less
agreement on nominations in the inferior list, possibly
because photojournalism experts orient their thinking
toward the narrow path of high achievement rather than the
broad plane of mediocrity* Tim three most mentioned papers
in the inferior list received 11, 6, and 5 out of 22
possible nominations, respectively*
Part of the panel's recommendations is supported by
the survey Don Alan Hall conducted in 1967-68 with a
smaller panel, 15 officers of the national Press
23Photographers Association* Ten officers responded to his
request for a listing of the nation's ten best daily
newspapers in terms of pictorial performance* Hall's top
ten compilation included two of the top three papers found
in this study* Rail did not seek a list of inferior papers,
but he did compare his top ten with a 55-newspaper random
sample and found that the pictorial output of the ten was
decidedly better than the output of the larger sample*
The differences between the superior and inferior
newspapers used in this study could be expected to be at
least as pronounced as the differences between Hall's best






differences should be greater, especially since the new
panel was asked to name newspapers which were definitely
inferior and not just average.
Ths Sftcon^ fiusvey
On the basis of the panel's recommendat ions , the
author corresponded with the chief photographers of the six
nominated papers and learned that the number of potential
respondents in each performance group would make unneces-
sary an increase in the number of newspaper staffs in each
group. All six chief photographers consented to
participate in this study of "the job structure of
newspaper photography." Laid to rest was the idle specula-
tion on how much lower the response rate might have been
had three of the papers been told on What criteria they had
been selected.
In the interest primarily of the newspapers of the
inferior group* it was decided that not only the individual
photographers but the six newspapers themselves should be
guaranteed anonymity. The intent of this inquiry was to
determine what's what rather than who's who among news-
papers; the latter practice is more adequately achieved
elsewhere, such as in annual photographic competitions.
Henceforth, the superior performers are called Group A
newspapers, and the inferior papers are called Group B
newspapers. Individual papers in each group are noted as
-
21
Al# A2* A3* Bl* B2« and B3. The numerical designators were
assigned in order of staff sise of each paper « from the
largest to the smallest.
A profile of each of the newspapers « including the
individual and combined response rates in the survey yet to
be described* is provided in Table III* It will be noted
that Group A newspapers attained an overall response rate
which was 22 percentage points higher than that of the
Group B newspapers. The 100 per cent return from B3 is
attributed to the fact that its small staff sise enabled
the author to present and/or administer each questionnaire
during the allotted one-day visit at the 53 offices. The
lower response rate from Group B might have suggested that
the photographers of inferior papers are comparatively less
interested in research in their field but for the fact that
one of their group* B2* was not afforded (or was spared) a
presumably rate-building * face-to-face visit from the
interviewer. The B2 rate* although not the lowest* might
have been raised through a personal visit.
All other newspapers were visited* in mid-8ov©mber*
1969* in five one-day visits. As many photographers as
could be reached at each paper during its allotted day were
interviewed with the questionnaire contained in Appendix B.
Interviewees were asked to read the accompanying covering
letter before the question-answer period began. Individual

















































stamped* addressed envelopes were left with the chief
photographer to distribute to those photographers who could
not he interviewed during the visit. A control sheet
system was devised to keep track of which serially numbered
questionnaire forms were not yet mailed in* By the
November 30 deadline* a return rate of 79.1 per cent was
attainedi later it was found that four questionnaires were
incomplete* and they were omitted from final computations.
The questionnaires sought the photographers*
responses in four areas, background data* job character-
istic aspirations (the index questions for an evaluation of
9n ideal job)* job satisfaction (the index questions
repeated for an evaluation of the present job) « and ethical
judgments on case examples of staged or set-up news
24photography. In addition* photographers were asked to
rate the photographic performance of their own paper and to
list the barriers, if any* that keep their newspaper from
being better* photographically* than they are now.
Once the completed questionnaires were in hand* the
first step was to separate the photographers into six
groups—high* medium* and low professionally oriented
personnel in each of the two performance groups. Each
respondent had been asked to state* on a four-point scale*
how important each of 24 characteristics is to him in any
job* regardless of how well his present job provides the
characteristics. Balf of the items represented criteria
i:'- I
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for professionalization* i.e.* characteristics that
professional people should emphasize. A professionaliza-
tion score was Obtained for each respondent from the sum of
the professional items plus the quantity of the profes-
sional items sum minus the sum of the non-professional
items—so as to minimise the weight of a response set of
high agreement with all of the job characteristics* The
result was a relative score of professionalization solely
in the context of the professional!sation index employed.
The lower the scores * the higher levels of professional-
ization. The scores were then rank ordered* and a
decision was made to divide the sample* regardless of
performance group membership* into three nearly equal
groups i high* medium* and low professional orientation*
with 27* 28, and 28 photographers in each group* respec-
tively.
Interviews were then coded mni subsequently
computed on two-variable cross tabulations! by newspaper
performance group (A or B) and by professionalization group
(high* medium* or low) . Resultant tabulations would permit
analyses of all six cells* of all three professlonalization
groups of the combined performance groups* and of the whole
sample.
Zn addition to noting the importance they attached
to the 24 job characteristics* the photographers rated on






characteristics was provided in their present job. As with
the professionaliaation or desires score* a provisions
score was also determined for each respondent* i.e.. the
sura of professional items plus the difference between the
professional and non-professional items. A measure of job
satisfaction could then be obtained by comparing the level
of desire for any given job characteristic with its level
25
of actual provision on the job. If the actual provision
lagged far behind the extent to which a characteristic was
desired* low job satisfaction was assumed.
Again* the provisions scores were rank ordered.
Then* mean ranks of both A and B photographers were deter-
mined for both the desires and provisions scales and were
tested for significant differences.
In an effort to find Which job characteristics were
most desired and yet least well provided* maan job
satisfaction was measured tor the high* medium* and low
professional orientation groups of both performance groups
on each of the 24 job characteristics.
The characteristics were then combined so as to
give for each group a mean desires score and a mean
provisions score* the differences of which would amount to
measures of job satisfaction. With these data* the groups
could be ranked according to the desires for and the
provision of all job characteristics.
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as a cross-check of the professionalisation index* since
previous studies found that job dissatisfaction over
professional characteristics correlated with high
professionalization.
Having dealt with the problems of professionalise-
tion and job satisfaction* the next task centered on the
five case example questions relating to the ethics of
staged or set-up news photography.
Kearly a decade ago* Welter Wilcox, then chairman
of the department of journalism at the University of
California at Los Angeles* devised a study of ethical
standards of mass communicators and the public* in an
effort to present a case model for other studies of
26
ethics. Be used the case example method of obtaining
judgments on ethical issues* specifically* the ethics of
staged news photographs—the kind depicting subject matter
which the photographer has altered in order to get a better
photograph. Wilcox concluded that his model "was moderately
mm
useful in acquiring insights into ethical standards. In
his questionnaire* ten case examples were evaluated by
respondents* who included a segment of the public* some
news photographers* managing editors* and television news-
men. Of the ten situations* the five for which there had
been the most disagreement among Wilcox* respondent groups
were included in this study.




especially to enjoy this part of the questionnaire. After
reading a case example, many of the photographers commented
to the effect, "Oh, this isn't right* but it's done all the
time." A few would add, "I know. I've done it myself.*
The ethical questions were included in the survey
as a kind of cross-check on professionalisation. The main
purpose of the stucy was to examine the relationship
between professionalism and performance. Although the
study design allowed for the distinction between h and B
performance groups, there was no direct means of examining
performance on an individual photographer basis. The
ethical questions, however, may have come close to the
issue of individual performance (exclusive of skill) by
obtaining from the respondents what might be termed intent
of performance. The only alternatives would have been to
turn the survey into either a skill comparison study or a
picture judging contest—on the unlikely assumption that a
known standard set of both good and bad photographs could
ever be assembled by anyone.
The photographers were asked to indicate their
evaluation of the situation in each example on a five-point
scale—clearly unethical, probably unethical, undecided,
probably ethical, and ethical. The data were assembled by
newspaper performance groups and their respective
professionalisation groups and examined for differences





"unethical H or negative evaluation while a higher score
indicated a more "ethical" or favorable evaluation of the
conduct described.
The previous professionalisation studies included
predictions that a professional orientation would be
associated with a more critical attitude toward the news-
papers for which they work when respondents were asked to
compare their paper with their concept of an ideal
newspaper. This study used what amounted to a cross"
check of the judgments of the panel of experts who
nominated the surveyed papers to the superior and inferior
performance groups. Respondents were asked to compare
their newspapers not with an ideal paper but with other
newspapers* in the expectation that staffs of the better
papers would rate their papers high* just as the panel did.
The high* medium* and low professionals in each
performance group were compared on their responses
evaluating their own newspapers compared to other news-
papers on a five-point scale ranging from 1 for v&ry good
to 5 for poor.
The final task was the assembling of background
data for each of the performance and professionalization
groups. These included age* education* source of
photographic training* experience* income and extra income*
attendance at photographic seminars* readership of







funding and on the barriers to improvement of photography
in the respondents ' respective newspapers* The background
questions were intended to clarify the identity of the
professional groups and to test for variables apart frost
professionalization which might correlate with performance
differences among the two newspaper groups. For example, a
large difference in the amount of funds spent on photography
in each of the two performance groups might have suggested
that the inferior newspapers are such because too little
money is allotted for photography*





M was predicted in Hypothesis 1, a higher
professional orientation (with respect to the index used)
was found among Group A photographers than was found among
Group B photographers. That is* on the whole* Group fc
photographers expressed stronger desires for professional
characteristics than did Group B photographers.
Data in Table IV generally describe rather than
conclusively identify the job desire differences between
the performance groups and between the professional
orientation groups*
Table IV shows by percentages the proportions of A
and 6 photographers indicating for each job characteristic
a rating of "extremely important." It may be seen that of
the top 2 5 items* in order of largest percentage difference
(T greater than B) • 12 are professional items.
The job characteristic on which the B photographers
exceeded the A photographers by the widest margin was
"security on the job* in its being fairly permanent."
finding suggests that among the B photographers there is a
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Also shown are the percentages of "extremely
important" responses by professional orientation group
(regardless of performance group membership) for the 27
high* 28 medium* and 28 low professionally oriented
photographers. The high professionals exceeded the other
two groups on all of the professional indicators* but* as
was the case with the A photographers* the high profession-
als also scored highest on a number of non-professional
indicators.
Pssirsa for job Chmgratafflatiss--
Hcpfeigjonflla Mffiintififitil
The full, four-point range of responses* from
"extremely important" to "not important." was used in the
computation of individual professlonalisation scores for
each of the 33 respondents—the sum of ratings of the
professional items plus the quantity of that sum minus the
sum of ratings of non-professional items. The lowest score
attained by any photographer was -5 (comparatively high
professionalisation) ; the highest score was +36 (compar-
atively low professionalization) • According to the method
of computing the scores* the best possible professionalisa-
tion score would have been a -24* and the worst or least
professional score would have been +84. A respondent would
have attained a -24 score had he marked a 1* "extremely
important*" for each of the professional indicator job







Individual photographer scores were plotted on
Table V in their rank order* from the most professional to
the least. It was found that the mean ranks for the A
group and the B group photographers were 33.87 and 50.74*
respectively—significantly different at the .017 level of
confidence (1-taiied. ttann-Whitney u test).
The sample was divided into three comparably sized
groups—high* medium* and low professional orientation.
The numbers of * group photographers in each third of the
total sample contrasted with the numbers of B photographers
in the sane thirds rather convincingly support* along with
the previously mentioned rank order difference* the first
hypothesis* i.e.* that Group A newspaper photographers will
have the higher professional orientation.
Considering only the high and low professional
orientation groups* the numbers of A and B photographers in
the two groups approximate an inverse proportions 19 high
and 8 low professional A photographers* 8 high and 20 low
professional B photographers. It will be left to other*
more ambitious research to suggest a law of photojournalism*
that newspaper photojournalistic performance is directly
proportional to the level of professionallxation of the
photographic staff. The complicating factors here are the
use of relative scales of performance. While it may be
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photography* one would be hard pressed to suggest how much
better they are*
Table VI locates the professional group membership
by individual newspaper in each performance group;
percentages given are of the total sample of 83
photographers
Incidental to the assignment of the photographers
to the three profeesionalisat ion groups, atean professional-
isation scores were computed for each newspaper staff in
each performance group. According to the mean scores shown
in Table VIZ* it may be seen that the least professional
staff in the A group, A3 with a score of 15.20, is still
more professional than the most professional staff in the B
group, 33 with a score of 13. 37. The overall vmmn scores
are 14.79 for Group A and 21.01 for Group B. Again, the
lower score indicates higher professionalisat ion.
Just as Table IV was presented at the beginning of
this chapter to describe generally the job aspiration
differences between performance groups and professionalise*
tion groups. Table VIII was compiled to permit more accurate
comparisons based on mean responses rather than "extremely
important *' responses only. On each characteristic a vmim.
response was computed for each group by summing the
responses (1, extremely important, through 4, not important)
and dividing by the number of respondents in the group. By
























































MEAN PHOFSSSI0M&LI2ATI0H SCOftgS OP PHOTO STAFFS*
Sewepaper Mean Score Newspaper Mean Score
*i 13.94 »i 20.35
*2 15.64 B2 23.40
*3 15.20 »3 18.37
Group A Mean 14.79 Group 8 Man 21.01
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Opportunity for originality and initiativa
Opportunity to learn new skills and knowledge
Getting ahead in professional career
full use of abilities and training
Respect for ability and competence of co-workers
Supervisor who appreciates time spent improving capabilities
Freedom from continual close supervision
Opportunity to have influence on public thinking
Having a job that is valuable and essential to the coaanunity
Having influence on important decisions
Organisation different because he works for it
Being with newspaper reapected by photographers nationwide
an-professional It rims
An enjoyment of what's involved in doing the job
Availability of support-—people who stand behind hint
Excitement and variety the job provides
Getting ahead in the organisation
Salary, earning enough for a good living
Working with people rather than things
Being with people who are congenial, easy to work with
Security on the job—in its being fairly permanent
Having a prestigeful job in the organisation
Hours that do not disrupt family life
Contact with important people
A job with prestige in the community
1 .04 1.07 1.32 1.14 1.05 1.06 1.38 1.12 1.00 1.08 1.30 1.18
1.07 1.32 1.93 1.41 1.05 1.37 1.87 1.32 1.00 1.25 1.85 1.50
1 .07 1.39 2.07 1.52 1.10 1.37 1.63 1.30 1.00 1.42 2.25 1.75
1 .11 1.18 1.46 1.25 1.10 1.12 1.63 1.21 1.12 1.25 1.40 1.30
1.22 1.39 1.57 1.45 1.26 1.30 1.50 1.38 1.12 1.25 1.80 1.50
1 .22 1.43 1.93 1.53 1.32 1.44 1.75 1.44 1.00 1.42 2.00 1.62
1.29 1.71 2.18 1.74 1.31 1.56 2.63 1.65 1.25 1.92 2.00 1.82
1.30 2.07 2.96 1.97 1.26 1.94 2.63 1.7' 1.38 2.25 3.10 2.50
1.33 2.00 2.21 1.86 1.32 2.19 2.13 1.79 1.38 1.75 2.2* 1.95
1 .44 1.93 2.52 1.96 1.52 1.69 2.38 1.74 1.25 2.25 2.45 2.15
1.52 1.85 2.89 2.10 1.73 1.75 3.00 1.98 1.00 2.0C 2.85 2.22
1.63 1.46 2.36 1.82 1.68 1.56 2.50 1.79 1.50 1.33 2.30 1.85
1 .00 1.18 1.43 1.20 1.00 1.19 1.38 1.14 1.00 1.17 1.45 1.27
1 .22 1.39 1.39 1.34 1.32 1.38 1.25 1.33 1.00 1.43 1.45 1.35
1 .30 1.50 1.61 1.47 1.42 1.50 1.63 1.49 1.00 1.50 1.60 1.45
1.41 1.68 2.18 1.76 1.53 1.75 2.00 1.70 1.12 1.58 2.25 1.82
1.48 1.43 1.78 1.57 1.53 1.44 2.13 1.60 1.38 1.42 1.65 1.52
1.87 1.78 1.85 1.77 1.42 1.63 1.63 1.60 2.25 1.75 1.95 1.95
1.82 1.46 1.64 1.64 2.05 1.31 1.63 1.69 1.25 1.67 1.65 1.58
2.22 1.53 1.57 1.77 2.32 1.75 2.13 2.07 2.00 1.25 1.35 1.45
2.33 2.18 2.50 2.34 2.37 2.06 2.38 2.26 2.25 2.33 2.55 2.42
2.34 1.93 2.18 2.15 2.58 1.81 2.00 2.18 1.75 2.08 2.25 2.10
2.48 2.39 2.78 2.55 2.48 2.31 3.00 2.52 2.50 2.50 2.90 2.60
2.59 2.11 2.46 2.39 2.68 2.06 2.63 2.44 2.38 2.16 2.40 2.32
*Baaed on four-point acalei 1, extremely importanti
2. quite importanti 3. somewhat important t 4. not important.
•
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character istic and the mean response for any other group*
one nay make comparisons conveniently* Thus it may be seen
that high professionals of the A and B combined performance
groups and of the individual * or B performance groups
exhibited stronger desires for the professional items than
those of the corresponding low professional groups. More-
over, for all of the professional items* the mean responses
of all & group photographers were lower (more desirous) than
the mean responses of all B group photographers.
In the A axiA B combined group* the high
professionals desired eight of the 12 non-professional
items more highly than the low professionals did* h
possible explanation is that the desires for professional
and non-professional job characteristics need not be
mutually exclusive. Furthermore* it may well be that
highly professionally oriented personnel may be sore
intense in all their job characteristic desires. The key
to the differentiations between higher and lower levels of
professionalisation is the relative emphasis personnel
place upon professional and non-professional indicators.
Provision of Job CharagtftrjaUfla.—The portion of
the questionnaire pertaining to the 24 job characteristics
obtained two kinds of information—the respondent's desires
for each of the characteristics in any job and his view of
the extent to which these characteristics are provided in
his present job. The former might be referred to as a
* fma mo




desire* (or professionaliaation) scale and the latter as a
provisions scale. As with the desires scoring, provisions
totals for each photographer vera determined and plotted in
Table XX. The provisions scores range is of a higher
order, running frost +7 to +53, contrasted to the desires
range of -5 to +36. (The reverse would indicate that the
aample consisted of non-professionally activated
photographers whose jobs satisfied them beyond their
wildest dreams.)
The mean rank order was determined for photographers
in each performance group. It was found that, again, the A
photographers had a higher mean rank, 37.24, to 47.11 for
the B photographers—significantly different at the .031
level of confidence (1 -tailed, Mann-Whitney u test) . On
the basis of this difference* it may be said that not only
do the A photographers want mora from a job than do the fl
photographers, but they get more as well. Interestingly,
the high professionals (each indicated by a letter H)
appear quite regularly in the upper half of the plot.
Job SaUlXactioa.—But what an employee may get
from a job is not a meaningful measure of his job satisfac-
tion until what he actually want; and the intensity of
those wants are taken into accou* *„ with what he gets.
In Table X are presented : differences of mean
responses of both the performance and professionalisation





























































































































Group A (rv»43) Group B (n*40)
A, B B*83
Mean Rank* 2 37.24 47*11
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and on the actual provision of tha charac toriatica. Tha
differences amount to a measure of job satisfaction, A
sero or a plus figure for any characteristic would indicata
relative satisfaction with raapact to that charactariatic;
a saro would show that tha raspondant group was gatting as
much of tha characteristic as it wantadi and a plus figure
would show that tha raspondant group was getting somewhat
mora than it sought. Minus figuras show dissatisfaction?
tha higher the minus figure for any characteristic* tha
greater tha dissatiefaction over that characteristic*
On seven of the professional items and on six of
the non-professional itens* the A group shows toy varying
extents more job dissatisfaction than the fi group*
Significantly* the characteristic over which there is the
greatest difference of mean differences (.73) between the h
and B groups seems to substantiate the performance group
nominations by the panel* discussed in Chapter XX. The A
photographers seem to be quite satisfied that the papers
for which they work afford them membership in staffs which
are known and respected by photographers all over the
country. Xt is this same job characteristic on which there
is the greatest difference (1.40) among tha A and B paper
high professionals, the two groups who might be expected to
be the bast qualified to evaluate newspapers for their
performance in photography—if there is a correlation




Overall* both the A and B groups expressed greater
dissatisfaction on professional items than on non-
professional items. The h photographers are slightly more
dissatisfied than the B'a on the professional items* and
the B*s are slightly more dissatisfied than the *.'s on the
non-professional items. (In their comparative profession-
alisation studios of Latin American and United States
journalists, Bush and HcLeod also found that, among U. S.
newsmen, greater dissatisfaction was exhibited in the
Mlprofessional areas than in the non-professional area.)
Frates*totalization anft ,jofo Satisfaction..—Data
ware compiled in Table XX to compare and contrast the mean
scores for job desires and job provisions for each of the
performance /roups and their professionallsation groups.
The mean desires scores (professionallsation) are lowest
for the high professionals and highest for non-
professionals—appropriately enough, since it was by these
scores that the composition of each group was obtained.
And, as was discussed earlier, the A group attained lower
desires score (reflecting higher professionalisation) than
did the B group.
An examination of the professionalisation groups of
each performance group shows that the high professionals in
the B papers attained a slightly higher (numerically lower)
professionalisation score than did the high professionals
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professionalisation groups scored better than thair II paper
counterpart*. If a prediction of overall lower job
satisfaction of A paper photographers—as a correlate of
higher professionalisation—is valid* it would follow that
among professionaiisation groups* the one with the highest
professionalisation will have the greatest job dissatisfac-
tion. Such was the case with the high professionals of the
a performance group*
Under the desires score in Table XI are listed the
corresponding provisions scores for each group. Differ-
ences between the two are measures of job satisfaction.
The higher the minus number* the higher the job dissatis-
faction. The B group high professionals* satisfaction
score is -21.38* the highest dissatisfaction of any of the
groups. Kext in rank by job dissatisfaction are the h
highs* the A mediums* and the B mediums* with the least
professional groups in both performance groups running
closely together as the most satisfied photographers in the
whole sample.
In the discussion leading up to Hypothesis 1 in
Chapter I* two general categories of influences were
suggested as possible reasons why higher professionalisation
could be found in the superior newspapers. The two were
recruitment influences and work site influences. Do the
superior newspapers have more professionals because they









A possible answer was sought in the following
manners For each of the 24 job characteristics, the mean h
group desire response was subtracted from the mean B group
desire response, and the mean * group provision response
was subtracted from the mean B group provision response.
Then the provision difference was subtracted from the
desire difference. A significantly greater number of plus
results (in a sign test) would indicate that the h
photographers were different from the B photographers
primarily on the dimension of desires and not provisions.
With such a finding, it may be inferred that it was through
recruitment (e.g., attraction) that the superior newspapers
acquired their professionals and not through efforts to
provide for the job characteristics which professionals
desire.
Table XZZ shows both a sign test and a Wilcoxon
Matched-pairs Signed-ranks Test of the desires-provisions
differences discussed above. Although the tests point in
the direction of desires being stronger than provisions
among A photographers, the differences are not significant
j
and the null hypothesis cannot be rejected. The ft
photographers are different in both their desires and what
is provided to them at the work site.














DIFFERENCE OF DESIRES MB PROVISIOSS DIFFERENCES
(B GROUP MMK* - A GROUP MEAN)
Charactoristic Difference*
Opportunity to learn .14
Influence on decisions .48
Advance in organisation .07
Advance in career -.10
Prestige in organisation .01
Freedom from supervision -.06
Good salary •04
Influence public .34
Full use of abilities -.04
Chance for originality .03
Availability of support -.16
Essential job .02
Prestige in community .13
Respect for co-workers -.10
Enjoyment of job • 03




Working with people .26
Appreciative supervisor .28
Impact on organisation .14
Meet important people -.03
Respected newspaper -.78
Sign testt 13.5/10.5 n.s.
tfilcoxon Matched-pairs Signed-rank testt T » 127.5 n.s.
(B group mean desire - A group mean desire) -
(B group mean provision - A group mean provision) • A posi-
tive figure indicates that A photographers differ from B
photographers primarily in job desires rather than in




Of til* five staged news photography case example*
listed in Table XIII with their mean responses* the first
three were put on the unethical end of the five-point scale
by the whole sample of photographers and the remaining two
were put on the ethical end* (Texts of the example* are
given in appendix E* newspaper Photographer Survey*
Questions 39-43.)
By professlocalization groups and by performance
groups* the responses to all of the situations were as
predicted in Hypothesis 2t that the high professionals and
that the A group photographers would be more strict in
terms of ethical standards* i.e.* react more negatively
than other groups* on questions on the ethics of staged
news photography. Sv«n in those cases where the high
professional and A group responses appeared on the favorable
end of the scale (from "undecided" to "ethical**)* the means
are still lower than those of the other groups.
The difference between all A and all B photographers
across the five situations is significant at .05* (1-tailed)
Sign Test i in all five situations* A is less than 3.
Controlling for level of professionalization* the differ-
ence between A and B across three professionalisation groups
and five situations is significant at .005* (1-tailed)
































































































































The professionals and. consequently, the h group
photographers thus provided another insight that is
consistent with the ethical aspects of a definition of
professionalism.
The data showed that across the five situations,
the high professionals in the B papers are less strict
(mean response 2.93) in ethical evaluations than are any of
the three professional groups in the A papers—a finding
which suggests that a work site influence diminished a
professional influence. Socialization within the staffs
appeared to be such that in the k papers, the low
professionals adopted ethical norms of the more predominant
high professionals, and that in the B papers, the high
professionals adopted the ethical norms of the itnore
predominant low professionals.
Evaluation, of SditQx;Ul Policy
On the photographers* evaluations of their own
newspapers' editorial policy and practice toward photography*
mean responses again were used to examine differences
between the performance and professionalisation groups.
Since a 1 to 5. "very good" to "poor.** scale was used, the
sum of responses resulting in a lower mean indicated a more
favorable evaluation of the newspapers while a higher mean
indicated a more unfavorable evaluation.
In line with Hypothesis 2. it was predicted that






the B group high professionals will be the most critical of
all and that the * group high professionals will be the
least critical. The predictions appear to be confirmed in
Table XIV, as do the judgments of the panel which nominated
the six newspapers to their respective superior and
inferior performance groups.
The contrasts between the evaluations of the
medium-to-low professionals in Group A and in Group B gives
further if not presumably as expert support for the panel
judgments. Overall, the h photographer* rated their news-
papers slightly above "above average* " and the B
photographers rated theirs slightly below "average.**
Background data in Table XV show that youth and
education correlated with professionalisatlon. While the
mean ages of both performance groups are nearly equal—
A* 40.8 years* and fl* 39.5 years—the high professionals in
each performance group are the youngest and the low
professionals are the oldest. When the two performance
groups are combined, the high professionals average seven
years younger than the low professionals. In education,
slightly less than half of the high professionals are
college graduates* but considerably less than a third of
the low professionals are college graduates. The differ-




















































Mean age In yearsi
Percentage who are college graduate**
Percentage receiving flrat photographic training
From formal schooling
i
Aa hobbyist or on the jobt
experience as photographer in print media •
Percentage with 10 years or least
11-20 year*
i
21 years or morei
Experience aa photographer in present job ~
Percentage with 10 years or least
11-20 years







Percentage earning extra income from photography in 1968t
Percentage attended workshops, seminars* while in their present jobt
Percentage regularly reading one or more of National Press
Photographer. Quill, or Bditor ft Publishers






Percentage stating barriera to improvement in their own newspaper
is a deficiency in •












36 40 41 38











































90 87 100 91
74 75 87 77





35 35 44 40











































87 92 90 90
50 75 65 65







33 38 43 39












































89 89 93 90
66 75 71 71
82 79 61 74
28 12 14 25 17' 25 23 27 7 21 18
56 62 73 62 62 33, 55 50 38 50 61 56
16 38 13 24 13 50 20 27 15 43 18 26
88 69 75 78 63 50 77 64 79 60 76 71
6 8 6 8 3 4 4 5 4
15 25 10 25 42 8 24 9 28 14 17
6 8 6 12 8 7 9 8 8 5 8





a reason for the higher professionsligation in the superior
newspaper photo staffs.
On the question of first photographic training* it
can be noted that 56 per cent of the high professionals and
25 per cent of the low professionals had formal training
while the remainders learned through hobbies or on the job.
The value of this question in the interviews and its
resultant data was later considered to be limited* however*
because it was reasoned that a photographer's first
photographic training may not have been his major training?
he might have first sparked his interest as a hobbyist and
then gone into formal training in a university* for
example.
High professionals were found to have considerably
less experience as photographers in print media. More than
half of the high professionals hmvm ten or fewer years*
experience* while just under half of the low professionals
have 21 or more years* experience. »s photographers on
their present newspapers* nearly three-quarters of the high
professionals have ten or fewer years? and more than half
of the low professionals have 11 or more years in their
present jobs.
The longevity of the low professionals* both in
print media and in their present jobs* probably accounts
for the otherwise surprising dats showing that the low
professionals (in the whole sample) are better paid. KO
ffc 9* . ' ,)-.'•
ion :
59
cross tabulations were made to ascertain income levels per
years of experience, and further analysis on the question
of income seemed unproductive.
One survey question asked about sources of extra
income in 1968. The question and resultant cross tabula*
tions were not amenable to analysis beyond the fact that
regardless of performance or profeesionallzation group
membership, approximately 90 per cent of the photographers
did earn extra income from their photographic skills
(outside of their regular jobs) in 1968*
More medium and low professionals than high
professionals were found to have attended at least one
photographic seminar or workshop while in their present
jobs. The lesser emphasis given by the high professionals
to these self-improvement programs lends some support to
Horrell's comments noted in Chapter I that the workshops
.r. fchniqu. ori.nte<.. 30
More high professionals read one or more of what
may be described as the professional literature of news-*
paper photographers—flattens! SxaMM. VbOtQaZWihUZ* OUtQf &
ffuaUshar, and Quill. Overall, the h group photographers
exceeded the B group in its interest in these publications.
The photographers* opinions on the adequacy of
funds provided by their respective newspapers were sought
as a control for the possibility that better performance by
the A newspapers could be attributed to their greater










financial outlay for equipment and facilities. Because of
the size differences among the newspapers, it was thought
that comparisons of the photographers* views on funding
would be more meaningful than comparisons of actual budget
data from the newspapers. As can be seen in Table XV. the
large majority of photographers feel that funds are either
adequate or more than adequate. The opinions of the high
professionals would be especially valuable here* and it was
found that thay are in fairly close agreement in both
performance groups.
One final question sought opinions on the barriers
to improvement* photographically, of the respondents*
newspapers. Predictably, among all groups, the major
barrier was outside of the photo departments deficiencies
on the part of the editor or Jack of editor-phot©gr?*pher
communication and understanding. The next most often
mentioned barrier was space limitations—there is not enough
space to run pictures.
There may be another, more important, barrier—
especially in the B group of n&mp&pex9t a lack of
professlonalization in the photographic staff.






The purpose of this study was to examine the
relationship between profession*ligation and performance—
within the context of one measure of relative performance
and one measure of relative professionaiisation.
In the preceding chapter it was demonstrated that
photographic staffs of newspapers adjudged superior in
photographic performance exhibit a higher mean professional
orientation than do photographic staffs of newspapers
adjudged inferior in performance.
It was demonstrated that photographers from the
superior newspapers exhibited more job dissatisfaction than
did photographers from the inferior papers. Although the A
photographers ranked significantly higher on scale of
provisions (i.e., the A*s said the characteristics in
question were better provided) , the difference between
desires and provisions was greater in the ? group than in
the B group.
Photographers in the superior newspapers and the
high professionals in both performance groups were found to
be more strict in their evaluations of ethical case
61
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examples than wore the photographers from the inferior
performance group and from the lees professionally oriented
personnel in both performance groups. Even in those cases
for which the overall judgments of the ethical Issues were
favorable* the least favorable were the A performance group
and the high professional group* -The finding seems to
square with existing definitions of professionalism, which
Hinclude an ethical conduct factor. Conversely* the
finding itself lends support to the profeesionaiizat ion
index method by which the photographers were identified as
high, medium* or low professionally oriented personnel.
It was shown that the high professional group in
the inferior performance group was more critical of the
editorial policy and practice with respect to photography
and its use in their newspapers than were the high
professionals from the superior newspapers. Indeed, among
the A paper professlonalisation groups* the high
professionals were the most favorable in their evaluation*
while the high professionals of the inferior papers were
the .least favorable in their evaluations.
While on the basis of the foregoing it may not be
inferred that better performance is caused by professional-
isation* there has been ample evidence given that good
performance and professionalization operate under one roof.
Whether one begets the other* or whether both are effects
of some other variables* may not be determined solely on
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the basis of the evidence presented*
On the assumption that a high professional
orientation in a photographic staff is a precursor of
superior performance, what are the implications for those
responsible for newspaper performance, newspaper managers?
The data showed that both recruitment and work site
influences may account for the higher proportion of
professionals in the superior newspapers. If recruitment
were the only factor, a newspaper would be well advised to
attract professionally oriented personnel and to give up
hope of trying to raise the level of professionaiisation of
low professionals within the staff. Since work site
influences were found to be a factor, a newspaper would be
best advised to attract professionals and then provide well
for professional job characteristics. In short, hire
professionals and give them the latitude to exert their
professionalism.
If, on the other hand, it is assumed that superior
performance begets professionalism and, as a correlate of
professionalism, greater job dissatisfaction, the greater
dissatisfaction should have occurred, in this study, among
the superior instead of the inferior group high profession-
als.
The contrary finding suggests that the former case
applies, in part, professionaiization, as a contributory







Apart from this speculation over the nature of the
relationship between professionalisation and performance*
there remains a nagging doubt about its significance in the
light of what nay be a faulty assumption about what
newspapers want from photography. According to the
photographers surveyed* no scatter what newspapers want from
photography, they expect more from words j and as long as
word-oriented editors are in charge* photography will take
a back seat. All the responses to the query "what are the
barriers to better photography in your newspaper?** would
fill a chapter and provide nothing new in the wake of
earlier catalogues of photographer complaints* e.g.* the
separate findings of Borrell* FOsdick* and Witiaan cited in
32Chapter I.
editors may be casting photographers in the sane
light as their pictorial products—as ornamental frosting
on the all-important filling of the newspaper business* the
word men and their words. If photographers are not getting
a fair shake* it may be because editors do not see photog-
raphers as professionals* compared to word merchants. How
do photojournalists compare with typewriter-journalists on
the dimension of professionalism ion?
A conclusive comparison of this type was beyond the
scope of this study. However* it was noted in passing that
the proportion of the 83 photographers evaluating each of





the proportion of journalists so responding in Searle
Bawley's 1964 survey of 113 newsmen at the Milwaukee
33Journal
.
The photographers exceeded the newsmen on all
24 characteristics and by an average of 13 percentage
points with the characteristics combined. Further data
analysis and control for differences in the two study
designs would have to precede any valid comparisons.
1st inns' fox additional Raaaflrch
A practical consideration, rather than the design
of this study, prompted the survey of only a few, relatively
large newspapers, newspapers which exposed to analysis a
large population of photographers in a minimus* of field
visits. During the interviews, a few of the photographers
commented that a large metropolitan daily newspaper is at a
disadvantage in competing with smaller market newspapers in
the area of photographic performance, J\e large as they may
be, newspapers serving—and thereby covering—large
metropolitan areas cannot, the respondents said, be nearly
so flexible in allotting space for photography as newspapers
serving smaller communities. Is such a contention
warranted? The answer may be found through further
research, perhaps of the same general design used here,
Attempted replications of this study might work
well with three performance groups instead of two—superior,










I 1 1 I
wider variations in photo staff sixes. Mora precise
analyses of data could accrue from store extensive and
detailed background questions, for example, knowledge of a
photographer's membership in a professional association
gives no useful picture of the intensity of his affiliation.
Is he a moving force in the organisation, or is he just a
joiner?
Parenthetically, during the course of the present
survey, many questions arose which could have been included
in the interview schedules* And yet. the relatively high
response rate is attributed in part to the brevity of the
questionnaire
•
Further precision could be added with content
analyses of newspapers nominated to the high and low
performance groups and with factor analytic treatment of
the 24 job characteristics used to identify the profession-
alisation groups. The latter step has been employed in
other professionalisation studies to determine which
combinations of characteristics were the most reliable in
distinguishing between professionals and non-professionals.
It may be that photographers have a unique set of
professional job desires.
Recalling the recommendation made earlier in this
chapter, future researchers may Investigate why photographers
were attracted to the newspapers for which they work. Is
their decision based on the reputation or perceived
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performance of the paper* upon ita potential for employment
security, or upon some system of professional drivea within
the photographer himself?
Hew research could be undertaken to examine the long
range impact of what Don Man Hall called "the tradition of
34quality" of good pictorial newspapers. What kind of
photographers, from a professional standpoint* does such a
tradition attract?
Finally, to complement this effort to reveal the
extent and the implications of newspaper photographers*
viewing themselves as professionals, additional research is
needed to discover the extent and the implications of
photographers* viewing themselves as journalists* It is in
this capacity that press photographers must exercise what
one panel of experts considers their primary function—
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Please complete and return thia questionnaire (in






Through this questionnaire* we seek your opinions
relating to three issues* 1) a definition of good newspaper
performance with respect to press photography* 2) the names
of up to ten daily newspapers in the U. 8. which are
especially good photographic performers, and 3) the names
of up to ten newspapers which mx:^ not good performers.
Information obtained from this survey* which is
being conducted among photojournalists* editors* and
journalism educators* will be used as a basis for further
study of the factors which account for the differences in
photographic performance among newspapers.
Advertising photography is excluded from consider-
ation in this survey.
1. Consistent with your own definition of excellence in
newspaper photography* what in your view should be the most
important fung^ ion* of photography in a newspaper? Please
rank the following-
—
plus any functions you think should be
added*"*in order of importance* i.e.* 1* most important?
2* next most important* etc.
RAHK 0RD2R OF PU&CTI08S OF PHOTOGRAPHY
inJrWffVYnlrCB I , ,., , „ ,, m , m , JiB A SOnEmmJFmtSBii , , ...
.. To attract attention and thereby build
reader interest.
To report news pictorially.
To support adjoining written stories.
To promote photography as an art form.
To per8uade~-as through editorial opinion*
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2. This question focuses on tha means by which the
functions of photography are manifest in a good photo-
graphic newspaper. Below are a number of possible
indicators of (but not necessarily requirements for) a
newspaper which is especially good in its use of photography*
Each of the indicators may have some or little importance
to you as a clue to the total photographic axcellence of a
newspaper. Please rate each indicator (for its importance
as a clue to photographic excellence) on this seven~polnt
scales
Very Quite Somewhat




(For example* if you felt that "Good reproduction" was
sqx*&v&£ iammjetMi ;-s m tntkiim*m »f i wwspsysir 's
photographic excellence* you would write "3" beside "Good
reproduction"; if you felt it was very iigiaqpayfcatnfc^ you
would write M7 W .)
P«TOfittftPHIft PffirOMtftttBKt ft&UQ&t
High technical quality of photos used.
Good reproduction.
High aesthetic value of photos used*
High informative value of photos used.
Pleasing layout of photos.
Pictures are large enough to be effective.
Use of variety of picture forms
(sequences* essays* and stories).








Use of pictures as complete news stories or
editorial statements*
Integration of words and pictures to
communicates information.
High proportion of photos taken by
newspaper's own photographers.
Limited use of photographic cliches*
High number of ROf color photos used*
Events photographed warrant photographic
coverage*
Photos emphasise subjects of current social,
political, and economic interest*








3* In the left-hand column below, please enter the names
of at least five and no more than ten daily newspapers
(regardless of circulation size) which you consider to be
among the best newspapers in the II. S. with respect to
photographic performance
—
papers which best display
photographic characteristics which indicate to you excel-
lence in photographic performance* (You need not list the
papers in any rank order; however* if you think that one of
them is clearly the best in the nation, you may so indicate
by placing an MX M to the left of that paper's name*)
Then, in the right-hand column below, please enter the
names of at least five and no more than ten daily
newspapers which in your opinion are not good photographic
performers* He are looking for newspapers which, in
consideration of circulation aise or economic resources,
are not living up to their ability to perform better and
which are tUatincUy 1a.far 1ftC in their photographic
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Thank you for completing this questionnaire* We
hope you will sign or print your name below—only to enable
us to keep track of respondents who have not yet returned a
questionnaire* Only members of the survey team will know
which is your questionnaire*
flease return this questionnaire in the stamped and
BB96 envelope provided*
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A large amount of photojournalism literature today deals primarily with
pictures and the techniques of making good ones. Very little is devoted
to the men who make pictures for print media—logically enough, because
very little has been done in the way of systematic research on press
photographers. The accompanying questionnaire—and your taking a few
minutes to fill it out—will help rectify this situation.
You are asked to participate in a study being conducted in six metropolitan
daily newspapers, which have been selected from guidance obtained from a
thirty-member panel of editors, journalism educators and officers of the
National Press Photographers Association. Our central focus is the examin-
ation of press photography as an occupation—by learning which job charac-
teristics are most and least desired by press photographers and by measuring
levels of actual job satisfaction. By answering the four page questionnaire,
you will help provide some useful insights on the job structure of press
photography today.
It should be stressed that this questionnaire is strictly anonymous. The
individual forms will be seen only by myself and my statistical consultant
in the School of Journalism. The serial number stamped on the first page
of the form will help us keep track of those which have not yet been
returned from individual staff members in each newspaper in the survey;
but at no point will anyone—I, your supervisors nor anyone connected with
this survey—be able to match a completed questionnaire with its author.
We are interested in the judgments of groups of people and have no interest
in attaching a particular response to a particular person.
We're after a high response rate from each photo staff—hopefully, a 100$
participation. Our results will be valid only if a high proportion of
staffers answer these questions carefully. We would like to have your
completed questionnaire returned in the stamped, addressed envelope
provided—by November 30, 1969.






Please check or fill in appropriate answers.
1. Your age: years. 2. Name of newspaper where employed :_
00073
83
3. How much formal education have you had? (Check highest level attained):
Graduate degree. Some grad work, no degree. Bachelor's degree.
Less than H.S. diploma,Some college, no degree. High school diploma.
4. Where did you get your first photographic training?
High school or college. Learned as hobbyist. On the job.
Correspondence course. _Photography school, Other
5. Years of occupational experience (full or part time):
a. As photographer (amateur, professional combined):
b. As photographer in print media (all kinds):
c. As newspaper photographer:
d. As photographer with present newspaper:
e. In newspaper work but not as a photographer:
NUMBER OF YEARS
6. Please list professional organizations to which you belong, e.g., National Press
Photographers Association, state association, press club, guild, union, Sigma Delta Chi,
etc.
:
7. Please list professional periodicals which you regularly read, e.g., National Press
Photographer, Quill, Editor and Publisher, etc.:
8. What was your total newspaper salary (including overtime, bonus, etc.) in 1968?
Under $5,000 t7,0O0-$8,999 S1 1 ,000-412,999
,
$5,0OO-*6,999 $9,000-41 0,999 $13,000 or more
9. What is the policy of your newspaper with respect to your re-selling your pictures
which were shot on assignment and were published by the paper?
_Paper forbids resale. Permits resale. _Don't know paper's policy.
CONTINUE TO NEXT PAGE.
-2-
10. In which of the ways below, if any, did you earn additional income (aside from
your newspaper pay) from work involving use of your photographic skills in 1968?
Sale of photos taken on assignment but unused by your newspaper.
Sale of photos published by your newspaper.
Sale of photos taken while "off duty" from your newspaper.
jOther (please specify )_
None, did not earn extra income from photography in 1968.
11. While in your present job, if you ever attended photographic workshops, seminars or
short courses sponsored by outside organizations, how were you paid during your absence?
Pay was docked for time off.
_Received regular pay.
_Received pay and expenses.
Other (please specify )_
Never attended workshop, etc., while in present job.
12. Compared to other newspapers, how would you rate the editorial policy and practice
toward photography and its use in your newspaper?
Very good. Above average. Average. Below average. Poor.
13. In your opinion, how well does your newspaper provide funds for photographic equip-
ment and facilities?
Funds are more than adequate. Funds are adequate. Funds are inadequate.
14. On the average, how many photo assignments do you have per week?
_____
(number).
People look for different things in their occupations which make their work satisfying to
them. Below are some job characteristics that can be applied to most occupations. First,
we would like to know how important to you they are in any job, and second, we'd like to
know how well your current job provides these characteristics.
ANSWER CODES: How well does
Importance to you your job
(Please use the number from the codes at right in any .jobs. provide this?
corresponding to the degree of importance and
degree to which your job provides these things.) !' Extremely 1. Extremely
2. Quite 2. Quite
3. Somewhat 3. Somewhat
4. Not important 4. Not well
15. Opportunity to learn new skills and knowledge:
16. Having an influence on important decisions:
„
CONTINUE TO NEXT PAGE
-3-
How well does
Importance to you your job
in any jobs, provide this?
1 . Extremely 1 . Extremely
ANSWER CODES: 2. Quite 2. Quite
3. Somewhat 3. Somewhat
4. Hot important 4. Not well
17. Getting ahead in the organization you work for:
18. Getting ahead in your professional career:
19. Having a prestigeful job in the organization:
20. Freedom from continual close supervision of your work:
21
•
Salary; earning enough money for a good living:
22. Opportunity to have an influence on public thinking:
23. Full use of your abilities and training:
24. Opportunity for originality and initiative:
25. Availability of support; working with people who will
stand behind a man—who can help out in a tough spot when
needed:
26. Having a job that is valuable and essential to the
community:
27. Having a job with prestige in the community:
28. Respect for the ability and competence of co-workers:
29. An enjoyment of what's involved in doing the job:
30. Security on the job in its being fairly permanent:
31. A job with hours that don't disrupt my family life.
32. Being with people who 're congenial and easy to work with:
33. Excitement and variety the job provides:
34. Working with people rather than things:
35. A supervisor who appreciates the time you spend in
improving your capabilities:
36. A job that the makes the organization different in some
ways because I work for it:
37. A job that brings me into contact with important people:
38. Having a job with a paper that is nationally known and
respected by photographers all over the United States.
CONTINUE TO NEXT PAGE.
-4-
The next five items are fictional case examples involving the publication of staged or
"set-up" news photographs. Please read through all five situations; then go back and
place a check mark over the response which best reflects your opinion of the photographer's
act. Please assume that the editors are not aware of how the pictures were made, that the
photographers alone are responsible and that the captions accompanying the pictures will
omit explanation of how the pictures were obtained.
39. A photographer has in his files a series on a local businessman-civic leader-philan-
thropist. In one picture, the subject was laughing heartily, but, as sometimes happens
in such cases, the picture made him appear to grimace in pain. Later, the man is indicted,
for income tax evasion. The photographer produces the grimace shot to accompany the
indictment story. This is . . . (CHECK ONE):
• • • •
Clearly unethical Probably unethical (UNDECIDED) Probably ethical Ethical
40. A photographer is instructed to get a shot of two community leaders together. He
can't get the two together due to scheduling difficulties, but he gets their permission
to shoot them separately and then pair them in the print. The picture is published with-
out explanation of the altered photography. This is . . .
Clearly unethical Probably unethical (UNDECIDED) Probably ethical Ethical
41
.
A photographer shoots a neutral nation delegate to the United Nations holding his
hand high, as a signal to a fellow delegate across the room. This situation is apparent
in the uncropped picture. However, the delegate has been particularly forceful in a
speech that day, and the photographer feels that the mood would be more accurate if he
cropped the picture to make the gesture seem to be a threat rather than a signal.
• • • •
• • • •
Clearly unethical Probably unethical (UNDECIDED) Probably ethical Ethical
42. A photographer is assigned to get a picture of a koala bear destined for the city aoo.
It has just arrived at the airport. The photographer feels that he needs a person in the
picture to establish the gentleness of the koala. The woman who has handled the shipment
and who is in charge is dumpy in appearance and middle-aged. However, a girl in the air
express office who has nothing to do with the animal.. is young and pretty. The photographei
gets a photo of the young clerk apparently filling out papers for the koala's delivery.
Clearly unethical Probably unethical (UNDECIDED) Probably ethical Ethical
43. A plague of crickets is devastating the hinterland. A photographer goes out to cover
the story, but he finds the crickets are too far apart and too small to be recognizable in
[
a picture. He feels he could get a better picture if the crickets were shown in a mass, so
he builds a device which brings crickets through the narrow neck of the chute. He turns in
a shot of closely massed crickets on the march.
Clearly unethical Probably unethical (UNDECIDED) Probably ethical Ethical
44. As a final question, what, if any, are the primary barriers to photography being
better and being more effectively used in your newspaper than it is today?
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